Marc Cary and Samita Sinha
with special guest Sunny Jain’s Red Baraat

Friday and Saturday, October 17 and 18, 8pm
Tickets: $10

Composer and jazz pianist Marc Cary is known for his skillfully adventurous compositions that conjoin diverse influences ranging from traditional West African and Native American musical forms to straight-ahead jazz, hip-hop, and go-go music. Together with composer/vocalist Samita Sinha he forms the duo Anatomy. At The Kitchen they will presents their latest project, Mutations, which seamlessly combines Sinha’s classical Hindustani vocal training with Cary’s jazz roots. The duo takes these diverse traditions through a series of insertions, deletions, inversions, and translocations, to arrive at a mesmerizing suite of new acoustic and electronic music that is uniquely their own.

This program is made possible with generous support from The Amphion Foundation, the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust, the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, The Greenwall Foundation, and with public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs and the New York State Council on the Arts, a state agency.
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